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A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU ALL!
A FLAVOUR OF SALISBURY

EDITOR

As a Christmas treat I thought you might like to see some of the unusual material that was displayed at the last
Southern Region meeting in Salisbury. Several of the presenters have submitted some of their precious exhibits for
your enjoyment – I'm sorry that space limits the number that we can display.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
Fig. 4
Figure 1 The label on the back of this card reads as follows:- “Souvenir of the Swiss National Exhibition in Zürich
1939. This embroidered card is a product of the Eastern Swiss Hand machine Embroidery Market.” There is also a
contact address. The embroidery is stuck to the card. Fig. 2 A souvenir item for the 1883 Swiss National Exhibition
in Bern on a piece of material. (Eric Lienhard)
Fig. 3 Colour postcard of the 'Old Town' of Fribourg showing the tower of the Cathedral of St. Nicholas and the old
stone bridge above the River Sarine. Publisher – Rossier of Nyon. Fig. 4 Colour postcard of the old main square of
Gruyeres showing the "anciennes mesures". Publisher – Chapallaz Fils of Lausanne. (Paul Jenkins)
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Fig.6

Fig.7
Fig. 5 the 1978 version of the Festival of the Jura - 31st in the series. The coats of Arms represent those of the
three districts of the Jura, flanked by two of the communes in each district. The cover is franked with the Pro
Patria stamps of the year. Fig. 6 the earliest example of a card celebrating a Jurassian festival of singing and music,
held for 2 weeks in Delémont. (Neville Nelder)
Fig. 7 Imprinted Swiss Army Stamps from official Feldpost stationery cards. The illustrations on the reverse side of
the cards feature aspects of the construction and maintenance of military defence works. (Richard Donithorn)
BELOW First Day Flight cover flown from the International Exhibition for Inland Waterways Transport and
Utilisation of Hydropower in Basel to Schaffhausen on 1 st July 1926. The oblong cachet reads: "1. Flugpost Basel –
Schaffhausen Eroffnung der Internationalen Ausstellung fur Binnenschiffahrt und Wasserkraftnutzung in BASEL 1.
Juli 1926". The blue Exhibition vignette shows an anchor with a power sign across it and the wavy lines of water
below. 5,419 of the 13,650 mail items flown were registered. (Ted Stern)
REPORT ON THE SOUTHERN GROUP'S OCTOBER MEETING

RICHARD DONITHORN

Members who attended the Society's Annual Meeting in
Chester will remember the feeling of amazement (and
perhaps a little envy) when seeing the scale and quality of
Eric Lienhard's display of material related to Swiss National
Exhibitions (ref. HPSN August 2009 pp 59-61). Since then
Eric has continued his 30-year plus search for relevant
items, based on his encyclopaedic, and perhaps unique,
knowledge of "what is out there". The results of his latest
collecting efforts through the internet, stamp and postcard
fairs and personal contacts were on display for all to see at
Salisbury, spread over 250+ sheets and several overflowing
postcard albums. Whilst most of the material consisted of
relevant stamps, postal stationery, postcards, covers and
cancellations, the presentation was greatly enhanced by
the inclusion of some fascinating ephemera, including:
advertising labels/poster stamps (including 'silks'), souvenir guides, telephone cards, photographs, radio ham
cards, wine labels and chocolate company momentoes; and Eric's personal recollections of his visits to the 1939
and 1964 exhibitions. Many rarities were shown including: First and Last Day covers, award labels and a full set of
embroidered silk prints in a souvenir booklet from the first National Exhibition held in Zürich in 1883; a much
wider selection of material from the second Exhibition in Geneva in 1896 including exhibition postmarks, publicity
labels and Kohler costume cards; and obscure items from the exhibitions in Bern (1914), Zürich ('39), Lausanne
('64) and Neuchätel, Biel, Murten, Yverdon-les-Bains (2002).
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As an avid postcard collector, Eric has taken a particular interest in investigating the vast range of cards, printed
covers and letter-sheets issued through the official Exhibition organisers, the PTT, postcard companies and
commercial exhibitors. Using the few specialist catalogues available, extensive personal research and close
working with other specialist collectors like the AHPS's Richard Hall, he has gone some way to defining the true
extent of the "correspondence/souvenir material" that was available to the general public and companies at the
time – for example he has established that one of the card sets alone runs to 60+ different pictures. In doing so he
has identified many "varieties" such as different versions of the same picture, colour shades, differing title
wording/languages, border widths, imprinted stamp rates, etc. as well as different exhibition site cancels,
cancellation inks, unusual destinations and postage-due items. He has worked closely with Richard Hall and Remi
Kohler in producing a "virtually-definitive", fully-illustrated catalogue of postcards and other material from the
1939 Exhibition. And finally, to emphasise the breadth of Eric's exhibit at Salisbury, I will mention two items from
the 1964 Expo in Lausanne that I spotted – an automatic letter-sorting demo card and photographs and a souvenir
card of an underwater trip on Piccard's "Mesoscaph" submergeable!
Sources for more detailed investigation of Swiss National Exhibitions material include: specialist sections of the
Pen Swiss Cancellations catalogue and Zumstein's Swiss Postal Stationery Catalogue and the Google website:
http://www.expo-archive.ch/eng/html/index.html@sitesect
In the afternoon members were treated to a cornucopia of "mini-displays", broadly relating to the letters "D", "E"
and "F", including much rarely seen material, from:
• Paul Jenkins - a heimat collection of Canton Fribourg including a beautiful set of early coloured
postcards of Fribourg town and the surrounding rural area – part of his growing (500+) postcard
collection illustrating the architecture and landscape of Switzerland.
• Neville Nelder – cards and covers produced for events in the Jura region. These appear to fall into two
distinct categories – an annual celebration of the people of the area, always held at Delémont, and
those promoting particular activities in the area. In the second category, Neville showed seventeen
different cards covering the activities of shooting, gymnastics, agriculture, and singing & music – all
held as festivals.
• Ted Stern - the Art and Architecture 1973/75 Definitives; Promotional Flight and Exhibition covers and
vignettes, (including examples of the three vignettes issued for the International Exhibition for Inland
Waterways Transport and Utilisation of Hydropower in 1926 and the 'broken-propellor' variety of the
1924 Laufen-Zürich Flight vignette on cover.
• Bob Medland - Early Definitives and Cancellations (including language varieties and errors on early
plug-cancels); also photos of his recent visit to the wild narcissi-fields at Les Avants above Montreux
(via hydro-powered cable railway) linked with a 1933 vignette card and the 1948 Pro-Juventute stamp.
• Fred Hoadley – Franchise stamps issued to charitable organisations free of charge between 19111935, including examples on cover. There were approximately 1,200 different charities, which are
listed in the Zumstein Specialised catalogue.
• and yours truly - the stamp designs of Bernadette Baltis and Hans Erni, Traditional Architectural Styles
(on stamps, FDCs, postcards and Swissair menu cards), 1938 League of Nations/BIT stamp varieties,
military cancels and cards, trial prints, Pro Juventute art and Pro Infirmis cards.
Our President, Claude Mistely, thanked all participants for their contributions, admitting that he was virtually
speechless when it came to praising the range and quality of Eric Leinhard's material and his dedication to the
hobby. Fred Hoadley, our convenor, is now working hard on organising our next event in February 2015.
OBITUARY
Don Gardiner passed away in October. Our condolences go out to his family and friends. Don was a member of
our Society for many years. His close friend, Don Symonds, writes: - "Don rejoined our Society recently after an
absence of several years. I first met him at Ferndown & West Moors Philatelic Society. I introduced myself as Don
and he replied he also was Don. Then we talked stamps and found that we both collected Switzerland with an
interest in the Railways. Don joined our Society's TPO Study Group, recently formed by members from our
meetings in Salisbury. Don’s big passion was his gauge 1 model railway which filled his garden and which he spent
many hours building & maintaining. Don will be missed by all who knew and met him, both in the Helvetia P.S. and
his friends in the 'Gauge 1 Association'.
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FRANCHISE STAMPS

FRED HOADLEY

With effect from 1st January 1911 the PTT announced that selected charities would receive, without charge,
special stamps for franking their unregistered mailings. The total allocated to each charity depended on the
amount of outgoing mail, but to a value not exceeding 2,000 Sfr. per annum. The illustrations are a selection of
the material that I displayed at the last meeting of the Southern Group in Salisbury.
1911-26
The first stamps to be issued - with a design identical to that of the postage due stamps of 1910 - were printed in
olive on a bluish watermarked paper. The value tablet included the letters ‘P.P.' (Port Payé) and a denomination of
2c, 5c (see top row below) or 10c, to cover the printed matter, postcard, and letter rates. Due to postal rate
changes between 1916 and 1919, additional values of 3c, 15c (3 rd from left below) and 20c were released.
Each charity had its own control number, overprinted
in small black figures, at the top of the stamps,
enabling the postal authorities to confirm the stamps
were being used only by that institution
Further stamps, with slightly larger control numbers,
were issued in 1926. Only the 5c, 10c and 20c
denominations were released, and were in use for
about a year (see the three stamps on the bottom
row - left).
To satisfy the demands of collectors, franchise stamps were obtainable from the postal
authorities, in mint or cancelled to order, but without control number imprint (example – right).
These un-numbered stamps, never used by charitable institutions and therefore not supposed
to exist on cover, have, over the years, acquired greater philatelic value than those issued for
the purpose they were originally intended.
1927: Change of Colour and Paper
In 1927 the 5c, 10c and 20c denominations, with
large control number imprints, were reissued in a
blue-green colour on white granite paper (see three
stamps to the left – upper row).

Stamps from this issue were also sold to collectors,
without imprinted control number and as with the
earlier issue, released in both mint (see three
stamps left, lower row) and cancelled to order.
1935: Servers of Mankind
In 1935 the last stamp issue appeared. Each of the three values had a different design, featuring a Protestant
Deaconess (5c), a Catholic Nun (10c), and Henri Dunant, founder of the Red Cross (20c). All three stamps exist
with and without control number imprint, on chalky granite paper and on paper with grilled gum.

By 1943 the PTT had discontinued the distribution of franchise stamps altogether, but stocks remained valid until
1945.
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FRANCHISE STAMPS Continued

Left above – An example of the 1911 issue with small control number on cover. Right - An example of the 1935
issue with large control number on cover.
THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2015

NORTON WRAGG

The Society’s Annual National Meeting, including the Annual General Meeting, will be held at the Hawkwell House
Hotel, Oxford on the weekend of 25th/26th April 2015. The hotel is on the outskirts of Oxford close to the ring
road and Park and Ride buses. Full details will be included with the January newsletter.
FORTHCOMING REGIONAL GROUP MEETINGS
Southern Group – Saturday 21st February 2015 – 'Postage Due' with Martin Mantell and Bob Medland at the
Legacy Rose & Crown Hotel http://www.legacy-hotels.org.uk/mev/randc/index.html in Salisbury, Wiltshire at
10.30.a.m. Saturday 6th June – David Colman, will entertain with 'Around Standing Helvetia and Other Material'
in Salisbury at 10.30.a.m. – exact venue to be determined. Further information, including full details of the
venues, will be available on the Society's website or from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
Northern Group – Unfortunately the December meeting of the Group has been cancelled. Saturday 7th March
2015 - 'Chairman's Presentation'. Saturday 11th April - AGM and 'Tell Boy' – All Members. All meetings take
place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.pm. Further details from David Hope
Tel: 0161 3030091.
ESTABLISHING A PARTNERSHIP WITH THE GERMAN SWISS COLLECTORS SOCIETY

EDITOR

Hans Zinken, the Vice-Chairman of the “Arbeitsgemeinschaft Schweiz e.V.” (ASV – the Swiss Study Group
Association), has contacted our Society with a view to exchanging information between our groups. The ASV is a
German society of philatelists, collecting Swiss stamps and postal objects. Currently it has 160 members mostly in
Germany, Switzerland and continental Europe and a few members living further afield.
Herr Zinken is also the editor of their bi-annual paper “Mitteilungen der Arbeitsgemeinschaft Schweiz e.V.” (MASV
– the Bulletin of the ASV) and has indicated that he would be happy to make all back-numbers available to our
Society in electronic form in exchange for a set of past HPS Newsletters. Your Committee has taken up the offer
and we hope that this will provide our members with an additional information source, including potential new
material for our Newsletter. The copies of the MASV will be held in our Library for reference.
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WORLD WAR II CHEMICAL CENSORSHIP OF INBOUND SWISS MAIL

December 2014
CHARLES J. LaBLONDE CphH, FRPSL

This article was first published in the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's journal 'Tell' No. 5 in September 2014
and is reprinted here with the gracious permission of the AHPS and the Author.

Fig. 1 Typical WW II German chemical censorship

Fig. 2 A US chemical censor at work

One of the more interesting aspects of World War II (WWII) mail is the use of various chemicals to test for hidden
writing on letters, covers and cards. Invisible inks used during the war included milk, onion juice, diluted honey,
white vinegar, soapy water, diluted blood, various fruit juices, sweat, white wine, urine and semen. A variety of
"developer chemicals" was employed to discover these hidden inks.
Germany performed extensive chemical censorship of mail from the start of the war. Figure 1 above shows an
example of the normal German censorship using the bright blue copper sulfate solution. Germany also used many
other chemicals to develop hidden writing, but the blue lines are most familiar to collectors. In the philatelic press
one can find a number of excellent articles about German chemical censorship during the war.
But, of more interest, and still of great mystery, is the late war chemical censorship performed by the USA, of
which little is yet known. What was this all about ?
It is appropriate to begin the story with a disclaimer. To date, no definitive information on US WW II chemical
testing has been obtained from the US Archives. The information/speculation that follows has been assembled by
a small group of collectors who have carefully studied available covers and other material. Note that items
exhibiting US late war chemical censorship are extremely scarce.
As the war progressed and the ultimate defeat of Germany seemed a
fact of life the Allies became very interested in the possible transfer of
(financial) assets out of Germany by high ranking Nazi officials. Of
special interest to the Allies was mail from the South and Central
American countries to neutral countries such as Sweden and
Switzerland. Selective US chemical testing of this mail began in the
middle of 1944 and continued into mid-1945.
By mid-1942 the US had basic chemical laboratories established at
most of the regular censor stations, with a special laboratory at the
New York station. But to centralize the highly specialized chemical
censorship testing, a Captain Ben Hartman was assigned the task of
establishing a "super laboratory" in Washington, DC and this was
completed by late 1942. From 'The Report on the Development of
United States Postal Censorship' we learn: "It is the purpose of the
Secret Ink Sub Unit in each station to test as much mail as possible,
and whenever a suspicious letter is found, to forward it to the
Washington laboratory for further confirmatory tests." From this
information we assume that the 1944 – 1945 chemical testing took
place in Washington.

Fig. 3 A letter censored in the US
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Figure 2 on the previous page (exact source not yet known) shows US chemical censorship in action. Eight lines of
various chemicals were drawn across the item to be checked. Figure 3 shows a letter of 8 th February 1945 (ex
Barrow) from Caracas to Oberhofen that was examined by the chemical censor. Earlier we believed that a single
device such as one uses to draw a musical staff with chalk on a blackboard was used for the chemical censorship,
with eight brushes, each one dipped in a different chemical. On many pieces the chemical lines do look very
"exact". Later close study shows that the lines are not perfectly parallel, also not always in the same order; this
seems to fit better with the Figure 2 picture.

Fig. 4 Cover from Uruguay showing chemical treatment of the back soaked through to the front
What is very interesting is that the envelopes themselves were often taken fully apart for chemical censorship of
the inside surfaces. Figure 4 above is a letter of 6 th June 1945 from Montivideo in Uruguay to Basel (75 centavos
postage showed by crayon and correctly paid). The front is plain but the reverse shows the chemical censorship. In
this case the envelope is very thin and the chemicals soaked through, precluding the need for complete
disassembly of the envelope.

Fig. 5 Argentina to Zürich, with two San Juan censor tape
The letter shown in Figure 5 above, dated 13 th June 1945 from Buenos Aires in Argentina to Zürich (correctly paid
1.45 pesos for air mail) was tested inside and out. Note that the letter has two San Juan censor tapes Number
64105 over Number 64084. It would appear that something showed up in San Juan that caused the letter to be
sent to the Washington laboratory for complete testing.

Fig. 6 Cover from Cuba tested inside and out
The letter shown in Figure 6 above is from Havana, Cuba to Leibstadt (correctly paid 45 centavos for air mail),
dated 2nd August 1945. It has been totally tested inside and out.
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Fig. 7 Cover from Argentina to Bern with signs of complete disassembly
My most recent acquisition, shown in Fig. 7 above, (a very lucky eBay find – it was too ugly to attract attention)
was sent from Argentina to Bern (correctly paid 1.45 pesos for air mail). The envelope shows signs of complete
disassembly for examination.

Fig. 8 Cover to Sweden whose contents (right) were tested
For completeness and to further demonstrate the process I would note that
chemically censored material to Sweden seems more common than to
Switzerland. Recently on eBay a dealer in Sweden auctioned pieces of a 32
letter chemically censored correspondence from a man in US/Canada to
Sweden. The content of the enclosed letters seems benign but all were
checked. Figure 8 shows a 1945 sample of this work. The cover has a single
chemical line on the inside and the letter itself (to the right) was fully tested. Note that the cover is numbered 28,
that it was sent on 28th April and received on 26th May. The letter is also numbered 28 of the series.
The oddest piece of this correspondence to Sweden is a letter of 31 st May 1945 from Toronto to Stockholm, that
was tested by the USA. To date it is the only known (to me) Canada letter that was subject to US chemical
censorship. The four letters (Figs. 4 – 7) represent my entire holding of US chemically censored material addressed
to Switzerland, after 15 years of searching. I would ask any of our members who have such material to please
contact me (via the Editor) as soon as possible. Each cover brings with it new data; the puzzle is very slowly giving
up its full picture!
References: Barrow, Ed & Charles LaBlonde, "WW II – Question: Censored by Whom and Where" in the 'Bulletin of
the Civil Censorship Study Group', April 2011.
Fiset, Louis, "Chemical Censorship", in 'The Prexie Era', Whole Number 64, Winter 2014.
Soldati, Gianluigi, "German Chemical Censorship in Europe During World War II" in 'German Postal Specialist',
February 2011.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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EUREKA! I HAVE FINALLY FOUND AN 'EKU' (Earliest-Known Usage)!
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JOHN BARRETT

This article was first published in the AHPS's Tell No. 6 in November 2014 and is reprinted here with the gracious
permission of the AHPS and the Author.
In about 1999, I bought my first 'SBK' and noticed the 'Fruhdaten' (EKUs) being listed
(not in the Zumstein) for the Standing Helvetia issues and others. As the 2000
Zumstein 'Spezialkat' was soon coming out, I waited to see any updated 'Fruhdaten',
compare the EKU dates recorded in the two catalogues, etc. I noticed that the ('SBK')
EKU for 69B was 31.IX.89. but was listed as 31.VII.89. in the Spezial-2000. Two months
difference! A 'typo'? Possibly, but in any case I began searching for any EKUs for these
issues, with the help of my binocular microscope!
I quickly learned from Monsieur Guinand that this is a very tedious exercise requiring
good eye-sight!
The EKU date for 69B remained 'valid' thru the 2013 SBK, until I spotted what appeared to be an earlier date on a
stamp in a British auction in December 2013. I believe that it came from some 'remnants' of Mr. Katcher's stock
and had been reduced at least twice in previous auction catalogues. The stamp with cancellation on the cover is
shown in the illustration above (n.b. the stamp is upside down so the cancel will be right side up). A scan
confirmed a new earlier date (by 5 days). I sent it over to Pierre Guinand who verified it as THE EKU, so far of
course! The cancel is from 'Ermatingen', Kt. Thurgau, on Lake Constance. A very ancient town, known to exist since
about 750AD, for fishing, shoe manufacture, wood-working; and, in the reference I consulted at the time, a
population of about 3,200 and only 1.7% unemployment!
There have been no earlier EKU dates discovered for 31 of the 59 Standing Helvetia stamps (excluding the 'rare 6')
since 1999. Have any HPS members been checking out these EKU Dates? You just might be as lucky! Please
contact me at jstrubelboy@aol.com if you have found some new ones (after you clean your glasses!).
NEWS FROM SWISS POST ('FOCUS ON STAMPS' 4/2014)
The Xmas editorial of "Focus on Stamps" quotes the poem "Autumn Song" by the British poet Katherine Mansfield
- was this translated into German, French and Italian for the other language editions of 'Focus' or where other
poets' works quoted ? n.b. Two other British poets have featured on Swiss stamps - William Wordsworth and Lord
Byron, who were chosen by the English photographer James Peel for the "Switzerland through the Eyes of Foreign
Artists" series (Z1241 and Z1242).
The 2014 Year Book of Swiss Stamps includes a Black Print of the Swiss National Park strip of three (minus the
denominations) issued in March 2014. The price of the Year Book has remained the same (Sfr. 66.00) since 2006.
In recent years, the study of the different perforations on the various formats of Swiss self-adhesive stamps has
become a mini-science. But perhaps times are changing? The sheets of 20 Pro Juventute stamps have been
replaced this year with business sheets of 10 stamps. As Swiss Post states: "in this way we can guarantee that the
perforations of the stamp booklet, business sheet and the set are exactly the same".
For the third year running there are only three Pro Juventute stamps, with denominations and surcharge rates
that have basically remained the same since 2004. As in 2012 and 2013, you can purchase a first day cover
(30.11.2014) for the traditional Christmas Market in Wienacht-Tobel.
Swiss Post's Issuing Programme for 2015: Commemorative stamp subjects include The Rhine Falls, Swiss Cars, the
Battle of Morgarten, the "175th Anniversary of the Stamp", the Union of Swiss Philatelists' Societies, the
International Telecommunication Union, the Swiss Federal Tax Association and a Joint-issue with Åland. In the
Spring they are issuing a stamp for Expo Milano 2015 and in November for the Day of the Stamp exhibition to be
held in Bulle. During the course of the year they intend to issue no less than five maximum cards and six "picture
postcards with stamps". No additions to your collection of 'imprinted stamp designs unique to postal stationery'
I'm afraid!
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SOCIETY NEWS
New Members - This month we welcome two new members - Samuel Patterson from Northern Ireland and Allan
A. Johnstone from Hampshire. We hope they take full advantage of all the services the Society has to offer.
Subscription Renewals - Our Treasurer, Norton Wragg, awaits your early response to the Annual Subscription
renewal form sent to you with this edition. Thankyou.
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Helvetia Philatelic Society Subscriptions 2015
Subscriptions for the society for next year are due on 1st January 2015. The rates are:E-mail Subscription

£15

Overseas members are requested to pay by Sterling cheque if possible. If you wish to pay directly into the
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